
Natural World View by Hal Brill

Bringing it Home: Michael Shuman’s 
Challenge to Investors
It’s a wonderful gift to have an insight so powerful that it 
stays with you for decades, guiding your work and your life. 
Michael Shuman has pursued the grail of local economies 
for many years, with influential books that include Going 
Local and The Small-Mart Revolution, as well as a career that 

has launched some of today’s 
most important local economy 
networks. Many of us have 
eagerly awaited his new book 
because of its focus on local 
investing. So I jumped at the 
chance to review Local Dollars, 
Local Sense: How to Shift Your 
Money from Wall Street to 
Main Street and Achieve Real 
Prosperity.

Shuman has been involved in 
all aspects of strengthening 
local economies, from creating 
business alliances to exploring 
local currencies. In order for 
local economies to thrive 
amidst the spreading reach of 
global corporations, they need 
a robust financial engine that 

Just Returns by Susan Taylor

Looking at the Other Two Bottom Lines 
How do you quantify pollution prevented or people treated 
fairly? How do you measure the economic benefits that 
ripple outward from energy-efficient, low-income housing 
that wouldn’t even exist without people who invest for 
impact in the world? Such issues can’t be quantified as easily 
as financial performance, yet these are the metrics of the 
social and environmental investor.  

Twenty years ago, Natural Investments developed the NI 
Social Rating to evaluate and compare sustainable and 
responsible mutual funds. Funds are ranked on a scale of 
one to five hearts – an apt symbol for social investing – based 
on screening for environmental, social, and corporate gover-
nance factors and for shareholder advocacy and community 
investing. The hearts tell a story of the focus and mission of 
the respective mutual funds. And embedded within those 
hearts are the stories of the people for whom social investing 
makes all the difference.

One of the five-heart rated mutual funds held by many NI 
investors is Domini Social Bond Fund. Its holdings include 
such community development investments as a “Job Builder” 
CD with Hope Federal Credit Union of Jackson, MS, an 
investment designed to support small businesses in econom-
ically distressed communities in 
areas still suffering the effects of 
Hurricane Katrina.  

Portfolio 21, another mutual 
fund held by many NI investors, 
focuses on environmental 
impact, actively looking for 
companies that are positioning 
their products and their operating 
methods to adapt to our planet’s 
future of resource constraints. 
For example, Portfolio 21 holds 
shares in Potlatch, a timber and 
wood products company whose 
1.4 million acres are certified 
to Forest Stewardship Council® 
standards of sustainably grown 
and harvested forests. The 
mutual fund also holds Staples, 
the office supply company that 
already has achieved an average 
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of 40% recycled content in its paper products, and the French 
company Air Liquide, which provides oxygen and hydrogen 
for lower-emission industrial processes and cleaner fuels. An 
investor in Portfolio 21 is investing in these companies and 
a long list of environmentally progressive leaders around the 
world, having impact now and in the future. 

The CRA Fund, managed by Community Capital 
Management, is a fixed income mutual fund that invests in 
such projects as an affordable, multifamily housing property 
that incorporated recycling of building materials, water 
conservation features, and energy efficiency. Homeowners 
can find more affordable housing and cut their utility 
expenses and carbon footprint at the same time; all this 
made possible in part by NI’s investors in the CRA Fund.

Shares of the CRA Fund are also investments in food from 
coast to coast. Community Capital invested in a bond 
issued by the Greater Boston Food Bank, financing the 
building to be used for the food bank’s food distribution 
programs. Energy-efficient and community-friendly, the 
building roughly doubles the food bank’s operating space. 
Community Capital also purchased a Small Business 
Administration loan that financed Sotos Produce Market, 
a fresh fruit and vegetable market in a low-income, food 
desert neighborhood of Compton, CA.

Arguably, the highest social impact investment in many NI 
investors’ portfolios is the Calvert Foundation’s Community 
Investment Note.

The mission of the non-profit Calvert Foundation is to create 
a more equitable and sustainable society by getting capital 
into the hands of people who may not be able to get loans 
from more traditional sources to support the value they can 
add to their communities and to their lives. 

For example, the Calvert Foundation recently made a 
low-interest loan to d.Light, a company that makes and 
distributes solar lanterns. Poor families in some devel-
oping countries spend 10 to 30 percent of their income 
on kerosene—expensive and dangerous, with emissions 
that cause health problems by degrading indoor air quality. 
d.Light’s solar lanterns helped an estimated half million 
people last year alone have safe, affordable, pollution-free 
light despite their lack of electricity.  

Calvert Community Investment Notes support groups like 
Cape Cod Fisheries Trust in New England. In part because 
commercial fishing permits there are so expensive, much 
fishing has become industrial scale, done by trolling, which 
depletes the fish stock at an unsustainable rate. Not waiting 
for regulation to change fishing methods, the Cape Cod 
Fisheries Trust collectively buys commercial permits and 
leases them at low cost to smaller, local fishing operations. 

In exchange, the fishers agree to harvest the catch with small 
boats and traditional gear, methods that will ensure fish 
stock for the future.

The Calvert Foundation also targets loans to Oikocredit, 
one of the world’s largest sources of private funding to the 
microfinance sector. Among its many projects, Oikocredit 
provides financing to a locally run organization in India that 

gives small loans to women for their tailoring or food prepa-
ration businesses. Oikocredit partners with a savings and 
credit cooperative to create a mobile banking project that 
gives people in a remote district of Northern Kenya access to 
financial services and health information. They also provide 
financing for a Philippine entrepreneur who turns wasted 
coconut shells into charcoal fuel briquettes, which helps 
preserve local forests, then uses the process’ by-product as 
an environmentally sound fertilizer and pesticide. 

Safe lighting, sustainable fish stocks, and community devel-
opment are in part made possible by low-interest loans from 
the Calvert Foundation, which are, in turn, supported by NI 
investors in Calvert Community Investment Notes.

Only rarely might social impact alone justify holding any 
investment. After all, an investment is intended to help 
us reach our long-term financial goals. But NI investors 
seek a triple bottom line: financial performance, social 
performance, and environmental performance. Clearly, NI 
investors make a difference in the world with their assets, 
weighing in on the side of social justice and environmental 
sustainability.

See the recently updated NI Social Rating in the Spring 2012 
issue of GreenMoney Journal and at naturalinvestments.com.
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is sorely missing from today’s investment landscape. Local 
Dollars is his plea to investors to escape the trance of Wall 
Street and join the pioneers of local investing to grow this 
vastly under-utilized sector. 

Reading this with the eyes of a financial advisor, I can see 
much that will be convincing to mainstream investors. 
One of the first things they’ll 
notice is that the foreword is 
written by Peter Buffet, son 
of Warren. Buffet’s words will 
surprise, centered on his solid 
support for local investment. 
He sees this as a return to 
values he grew up with that 
emphasized “real wealth over 
phantom wealth and long-term 
investing over short-term 
speculation.” He reminds us 
that local companies are the 
best job producers per dollar 
of investment.

Shuman’s case for investors is a 
strong one. He points out that 
“Americans are systematically 
overinvesting in Wall Street 
and under investing in Main 
Street.” Of the approximately $30 trillion that is invested in 
stocks, bonds, and other financial instruments, not even 1% 
touches local businesses. But these companies “comprise 
more than half the U.S. economy by output and jobs.” 
Shuman’s vision is for a $15 trillion shift from global to local 
investing. That certainly would rock our communities! We’d 
have more jobs, more local control over our destiny, and 
more abundance as the dollars circulate locally rather than 
having the profits exported to absentee owners.

If local companies weren’t profitable, then it would be 
understandable if investors didn’t want to put money there. 
But Shuman provides some juicy statistics that show how 
local businesses, including home-based businesses, have 
been maintaining their share of the economy in spite of 
policies that favor global corporations. Local Dollars offers 
many examples of companies that are thriving and zeros in 
on advantages that local owners have over outsiders, such as 
intimate local knowledge of markets, more connection with 
customers, emphasis on quality and reputation that bring 
long-term loyalty, and decreased transportation costs.

These two arguments – the under investment in local 
businesses relative to their share of the economy and the 
profitability of local companies – may entice both small 
and large investors to take a look at local investing. But, 

as Shuman knows better than most, the opportunities to 
invest locally are severely constrained. You can’t waltz in to 
your local stockbroker and ask for a basket of local stocks. 
It takes a lot of legwork to find opportunities in your own 
community, and there are formidable obstacles that prevent 
all but those investors who are “accredited” (high net worth 

or income) from investing in private companies. 

This book, along with Locavesting (which was 
reviewed in the Winter 2012 issue of Natural 
Investment News) are the beginnings of a new 
genre – they are some of the first guidebooks for 
investors looking to explore these exciting and 
important directions. You’ll find tangible steps 
you can take to move your money from the 
national and international economies into your 
local economy. I was excited to see that our own 
James Frazier is featured in both of these books 
for his work to create a framework that enables 
local investors to learn about entrepreneurs who 
are looking for capital. 

I was a little disappointed that Shuman’s passion 
for local investing puts him in the camp of those 
who minimize the significant benefits that SRI 
(Sustainable and Responsible Investing) has 
brought to the world. It is true that the vast majority 
of SRI investing is done in stocks and bonds, and 

if your only criterion is to boost local economies, then it may 
be hard to see any reason to bother with SRI. But even by 
Shuman’s own illustration, if half of our economy is local and 
the other half is global, then investors are still going to have 
significant investment in corporations. Investing consciously, 
screening out the worst offenders while engaging in share-
holder activism to improve behavior, has brought many 
positive results through the years. In addition, many of the 
community investment initiatives that Shuman lauds were 
conceived and nurtured by the SRI community.

That quibble aside, I’m immensely grateful for Shuman’s 
leadership through the years. Shuman’s first book came 
out when I was writing my last book back in the late ‘90’s, 
and it was a great inspiration for me. Local Dollars raises 
the bar, showing that local investing is an “emerging market” 
that savvy investors should look to for solid financial returns 
while helping to improve their own local economies.

Local Dollars, Local Sense. Published by Chelsea Green, 2012. 

Postscript: As of this writing, the U.S. Senate has just approved 
a “crowdfunding” bill that will enable ordinary investors to 
make small investments in private companies. This has the 
potential to be a watershed moment for the local investing 
world. Stay tuned...
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Happy Anniversary Citizens United!
by Michael Kramer

Two years after the landmark Citizens United Supreme Court 
ruling, the political spending landscape in America has been 
transformed. Because disclosure no longer is the rule and 
contribution limits don’t apply, we don’t have any way to 
truly calculate the amount and source of contributions to 
political campaigns. At the same time, it has been reported 
that outside groups spent four times as much in 2010 as 
in 2006. All the while, donors are allowed to lurk in the 
shadows, and the influence such contributions wield has yet 
to be fully ascertained.

There have been three major responses to the ruling: 

(1)  Public outcry about the classification of corporations as 
persons who can spend money in politics as an exercise 
of First Amendment rights, which has led to widespread 
support of a Constitutional Amendment and/or legislation 
to overturn this status; 

(2)  SRI investors have filed proposals with corporations 
requesting disclosure of political expenditures; and 

(3)  Regulators are concerned that failure to disclose political 
spending poses high risk to investors in corporations. 

Polls show Americans across all parties, including over 
60% of voters, opposing Citizens United. A 2011 Hart 
Research Associates poll also showed that more than eight 
in ten voters support Congressional limits on the amount of 
money corporations can spend on elections, and almost the 
same number believed that corporate power to influence 
politics exceeds that of average citizens. A January 2012 
Pew Research Center poll reaffirmed that the majority of 
people who are aware of Citizens United believe that super 
PAC spending is having a negative effect on the democratic 
nature of elections.

Unfortunately, there is no comprehensive system of 
disclosure related to corporate political expenditures, and 
that failure results in investors being deprived of uniform, 
reliable, and consistent information regarding the practices 
of the companies they own.

Thus far in 2012, investors have filed over 100 proposals on 
political spending and disclosure, nearly double the number 
they filed in this arena three years ago. One-third of the 
social policy, shareholder resolutions that have been filed for 
2012 deal with corporate political spending, up from 23% of 
the total in 2011 and only 15% in 2010. The resolutions seek 
website disclosure of direct and indirect political contribu-
tions and itemized accounting of political expenditures made 
with corporate funds. The premise of such resolutions isn’t 
new, and already over 75 public corporations have adopted 
a policy of political disclosure. In fact, of the S&P 100, only 
five companies say nothing about political contributions, 
while just over 10% of S&P 500 companies now state they 
won’t make any political contributions at all.

Resolutions focusing on disclosure of lobbying policies 
and payments, including membership in groups that write 
and endorse model legislation (widely introduced as-is by 
state legislators nationwide), are also surging. Data from the 
Center for Responsible Politics and the National Institute on 
Money and State Politics shows that nearly all the money 
corporations spent in politics – $1 billion in 2010 – went 
to lobbying, and most of these expenses are not disclosed 
to shareholders. Nor do the trade associations that act on 
behalf of all major industries need to disclose what groups 
and companies contribute to their lobbying efforts.

The Securities and Exchange Commission is being 
encouraged – by investors, academics, non-profits, state 
treasurers, and members of Congress – to require trans-
parency of political contributions, and observers believe its 
willingness to act will in part be based on how much support 
is shown for shareholder proposals in favor of disclosure. 
Over 30,000 comment letters have thus far been submitted 
to the SEC in response to such a rule making request from 
leading law school professors. Many investors don’t believe it 
is appropriate or in the best interests of corporations to make 
any political contributions. Some suggest that doing so may 
favor the interests of management over shareholders, while 
others have a more fundamental argument that political 
manipulation of the marketplace distorts the true value of a 
company, which affects stock valuation. These points are in 
addition to the long-standing conflict of interest position that 
political contributions may lead to “pay to play” schemes in 
which government contracts are awarded to donors.

SEC Commissioner Luis Aguilar, a friend to the SRI industry, 
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is currently advocating for a disclosure requirement. He 
believes that investors need comprehensive information to 
make prudent investment decisions about companies they 
own or may buy, and not receiving adequate disclosures 
about reputational risks, among others, puts investors at a 
significant disadvantage. He characterizes the withholding 
of such information from shareholders as “a fundamental 
deprivation” of informed decision-making, and indicates 
that though the voices of investors are often drowned out by 

the louder, better-funded, and often better-connected voices 
of companies and financial institutions, the fundamental 
mission of the SEC to protect investors is clearly compro-
mised under current rules.

As the allegations of undue corporate influence on politics 
and the economy raised by the Occupy Wall Street movement 
reinforce the work of the sustainable investment industry, we 
surely hope that companies and regulators will remember 
that they are accountable to the people of this country. 

Natural Investments Receives B-Corp 
“Best for the World” Award
Natural Investments LLC is proud to be a Founding B Corp, 
often referred to as a benefit corporation. The B Corp desig-
nation recognizes companies that demonstrate an ongoing 
commitment to producing benefits to customers, employees, 
communities, and the environment. When the folks at 
the non-profit B Lab created the nation’s most rigorous 
assessment of a company’s positive social and environmental 
impacts, we were naturally curious about just how well we 
walk our talk. After all, we’ve been champions of sustainable 
and responsible business for decades, so we surely hoped 
that we had internalized these ideals. 

We were thrilled to discover 
that B Lab agreed: following 
their 2011 audit of our policies 
and practices, we were given a 
“Best For The World” award for 
being in the top 10% of all B 
Corporations with ten or fewer 
employees. Considering that 
2000 companies have taken the 
impact assessment, with less than 
a third having earned the B Corp 
designation, we’re honored to be 
one of only 25 small businesses to have achieved this level 
of excellence.

To qualify, we met rigorous criteria in all aspects of our 
operations, including:

•  Accountability - governance and transparency in a company’s 
practices and policies and stakeholder engagement

•  Employees - how a company treats its workers through 
compensation, ownership opportunities, work environment, 
management/worker communication, job flexibility and 
corporate culture, and worker health and safety practices

•  Consumers - the impact a company has on its customers, 

including how a company produces public social and 
environmental benefits, including to marginalized 
populations 

•  Community - how a company relates to its suppliers, 
supports diversity, and is involved in its local community, 
including community service and charitable giving

•  Environment - a company’s environmental performance 
through its policies and practices in the areas of facilities, 
materials, resource, energy use and emissions 

A company receives points for qualifying policies and practices 
in these realms. Natural Investments was audited by B Lab in 
2011 and scored a total of 176 out of a possible 200 points. 
The minimum qualifying score is 80. Natural Investments 
has no employees (only independent contractors), so the 
company received no points in this category, while receiving 
high scores in the remaining four categories.

Specific areas in which we were lauded include consumer 
engagement and education (as represented by our publishing 
of books, articles, and newsletters on socially respon-
sible investing), our advisors’ participation in local events 
and capacity-building activities, and our Heart Rating of 
sustainable and responsible mutual funds that explains the 
nuances of criteria used by fund managers.

We were also characterized as having an environmentally 
sustainable business model through our cloud-based, 
paperless offices as well as our advisors’ commitment to 
practices such as recycling, on-site composting, water 
conservation, and renewable energy. 

While we engage in responsible practices because it’s the 
right thing to do, we also take seriously our role as leaders in 
our industry and in our communities. Being a B Corp reflects 
our values as a firm; and, of course, the purpose of our work 
is that this way of operating may soon become the norm 
rather than the exception. Visit bcorporation.net for more 
information on B Corporations. To view the details of Natural 
Investments’ assessment, see our page on the B Corp site.
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Beyond the Headlines

Investing for Income by James Frazier

Recently, I went on a business trip to meet with current and 
potential clients. Perhaps not surprisingly, among all the 
topics that came up in conversation, one theme consistently 
stood out: People’s incomes are getting squeezed by a tight 
job market and low interest rates, and they are increasingly 
looking to their investment 
portfolios to help boost income 
and make ends meet.

The main challenge with investing 
for higher income is that the risks 
are also higher. With bonds, 
for example, investors are paid 
higher interest rates when they 
lend to borrowers with lower 
credit quality who are at greater 
risk of default. Interest rates are 
at historical lows, making the 
situation even more challenging. 
Not only do bonds pay relatively 
low interest, but if interest rates 
go up, bond prices will go down, 
reducing the overall returns. 
Meanwhile, there’s not a whole 
lot of room for interest rates to go down and boost bond 
returns. No wonder investing for income is challenging in 
this environment!

Many people are turning to stocks for income. Stocks can 
pay nice dividends, but their value generally fluctuates much 
more than bonds. Fortunately, reliable dividend-paying 
stocks tend to be less volatile than non-paying stocks. When 
it comes to holding stocks or bonds for income, investors 
must determine how much risk they can tolerate and adopt 
a long-term time horizon. Ultimately, diversifying across 
a range of stocks, bonds, and other investments, such as 
income producing real estate or real estate investment trusts 
(REITs), is the best way to lower risk and achieve a reliable 
investment income.

Creativity can pay off when you consider the income possi-
bilities of non-traditional investments. For example, loaning 
money directly to local small businesses can generate a solid 
yield while keeping your investment dollars close to home. 
Local investors receive higher returns than they would get 
from bank CDs, while business owners often pay lower 
interest rates than they would pay to a bank. Your community 
becomes more financially self-sufficient; it’s a win-win for 
everyone.

If you can take advantage of abundant federal and state tax 
credits, renewable energy can produce healthy income as 

well. Installing solar and wind power systems and making 
energy efficiency upgrades on your home can generate 
attractive returns while reducing the fossil fuels that are 
burned to power the grid. Money that you would have spent 
on taxes, electricity, or fuel bills becomes cash in your pocket, 
which counts as income in my book! Your investment also 
grows with the increase in the value of your home. With a 

little ingenuity, as we like 
to say, you can do well and 
do good.

For some, ratcheting up 
the risk or “creativity” in 
their portfolios to reach 
for more income isn’t an 
option that feels right. Let’s 
also remember that the 
other side of making ends 
meet is keeping expenses 
under control. Frugality 
may be a semi-forgotten 
art, but it’s making a big 
comeback these days 
in some circles. To be 
sustainable, frugality needs 

to be more about sharing the abundance that we already 
have than going without. It can be a fun exercise in building 
community; my favorite way to cut costs is to share things 
with friends and neighbors, such as tools, vehicles, land, 
internet connections… You name it. To be sure, most of us 
can find plenty of unnecessary expenses to eliminate as well. 
Done consciously, these kinds of changes can lead to more 
fulfilling lives.

What if we consider any activity that takes an initial investment 
of time and money, and pays you back continuously in the 
future, as an income investment? Vocational training that 
allows you to take advantage of a job opportunity would fit 
the bill. Another example is planting a garden. It requires the 
investment of seeds, soil, water, and some “sweat equity,” 
while paying you back with food (which means saving 
money instead of spending it) and more seeds to keep the 
whole thing going. Then, you can sell (or better yet, trade or 
gift) your excess abundance within your community.

Clearly, not many financial advisors would recommend that 
you plant a garden for income, but after all, we are Natural 
Investments. You’re probably reading this article because you 
want unconventional solutions that create positive impact 
in the world while meeting your financial needs. Do you 
have any novel ideas or approaches for investment income 
I haven’t mentioned here? Please let me know at james@
naturalinvestments.com.



Controlling “Fat Tail” Risks
by Scott Secrest AAMS®

Investors in stocks, both domestic and foreign, were 
rewarded during the first quarter with impressive market 
results. Markets were pulled higher by the growing belief that 
a meaningful economic recovery has begun in the U.S. and 
that there is progress in the European Debt Crisis (for now); a 
decrease in the U.S. unemployment rate helped as well. But, 
with markets having shot upward in the first quarter, what 
gains might investors expect over the remainder of the year? 
And what are the risks that might cause these early gains to 
be nibbled away later in the year?

During the quarter broad measures of large U.S. company 
stocks rose by 12.6%, smaller U.S. companies were up 
12.4%, and foreign stocks up 10%. Cleantech stocks were 
up 12.7% as measured by the Clean Edge Index. A broadly 
based index of U.S. bonds was up just 0.3%.    

Despite packing a full year’s worth of gains into the first 
quarter, some analysts believe that further gains are possible 
this year due to the flow of positive news about the economy 
combined with the influence of global central banks and 
their interest in reducing fat tail risks. 

Fat tail risk is the risk of periodic events occurring which 
are significant and disruptive, and were long thought to 
be exceptionally rare, but on examination turn out to be 
rather common. In 
the financial world, 
awareness of this 
has grown since 
the late 1990’s as 
we have witnessed 
dramatic economic 
events every 3 or 4 
years. Most notably 
there was the dot 
com crash, then the 
financial crisis of 
2008–2009, and now 
the European Debt 
Crisis. Each of these 
brought stock market 
declines and global 
or regional economic 
recession in its wake.

Ever since the Great Recession, avoiding chaotic fat tail 
events has been the top priority of central banks around the 
world. An example of efforts to avoid such events has been 
the intense focus by European and other global officials to 
stave off financial collapse in Greece. Although Greece has 

a small economy and population, European leaders worry 
that a disorderly Greek default could catalyze a 2008-esque 
regional or even global economic shock.  

Among the most significant and ongoing efforts of the 
central bank in the U.S. to control other risks has been to 
keep interest rates very low. Low interest rates are believed 
to stimulate economic activity and encourage investors to 
seek better returns in non-interest-related kinds of invest-
ments such as stocks and real estate, thus supporting those 
markets.  

It’s not all clear skies ahead, however. Europe seems to have 
dodged catastrophe for the moment, but the debt crisis there 
is far from over. In the U.S., as oil prices continue to surge, 
economists are locked in a full-on debate about how much 
they will affect the economy. Some believe the economy 
could be tripped up if consumers are spending more of 
their incomes on gas, oil and other petroleum products, 
thus leaving less to spend on other things. Finally, should 
hostilities break out between Iran and Israel and/or the U.S., 
markets would likely decline. Deterioration in any or all of 
those situations would be the most notable risks to the global 
economy and to the markets in the U.S.

As the economy in the U.S. recovers, eventually the Fed 
will begin to raise interest rates to moderate that recovery, 
marking a return to a more normal interest rate environment. 
Keeping rates too low for too long is believed to carry big 

risks of its own in terms of 
future inflation. Rising rates, or 
even the anticipation of them, 
will be a splash of cold water on 
the economy and the markets. 
Periods of rising interest 
rates have historically been a 
challenging environment for 
bond investments. The Fed has 
a stated intention of keeping 
rates low into 2014, though 
their position could be revised. 

We believe that when the 
principles of sustainability are 
applied to economic policy, this 
will in itself help to reduce fat 
tail risks as we better contain 
the extremes to which our 
economy has been prone. 

Investments in sustainability-driven companies will, in 
our opinion, continue to offer the greatest potential going 
forward as awareness grows of fat tail and other risks to the 
economy.
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